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Crystal field theory: an electrostatic 
model
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The metal ion will be positive and therefore attract the 
negatively charged ligand

But there are electrons in the metal orbitals, which will experience repulsions
with the negatively charged ligands



 
 The interactions between the metal ion and the ligands are purely 

electrostatic (ionic)
 The ligands are regarded as point charges
 If the ligand is negatively charged:ion-ion interaction. If the ligand 

isneutral : ion-dipole interaction
 The electrons on the metal are under repulsive from those on the 

ligands
 The electrons on metal occupy those d-orbitals farthest away fromthe 

direction of approach of ligands

CFT-Assumptions

•The number of ligands and their arrangement around the central 
metal ion will have different effect on the relative energies of the five 
 d- orbitals



Crystal Field spilitting in octahedral 
complexes

 Ligands, viewed as point charges, at the corners of an 
octahedron affect the various d orbitals differently.  





Symmetric Field

 The 5d orbitals in an isolated gaseous metal are degenerate.
 If a spherically symmetric field of negative charges is placed 

around the metal, these orbitals remain degenerate, but all of 
them are raised in energy  as a result of the repulsion between 
the negative charges on the ligands and





The two effects of the crystal field







Placing electrons in d orbitals

Strong field                Weak field

d1 d2

Strong field      Weak field

d3 d4



Placing   electrons   in     d orbitals

1 u.e. 5 u.e.

d5

0 u.e. 4 u.e.

d6

1 u.e. 3 u.e.

d7

2 u.e. 2 u.e.

d8

1 u.e. 1 u.e.

d9

0 u.e. 0 u.e.

d10



Pairing Energy, Π
 The pairing energy, Π, is made up of two parts. 

1) Coulombic repulsion energy caused by having two electrons in same 
orbital.  Destabilizing energy contribution of Πc for each doubly occupied 
orbital.

2) Exchange stabilizing energy for each pair of electrons having the same spin 
and same energy.  Stabilizing contribution of Πe for each pair having same 
spin and same energy

     Π = sum of all Πc and Πe interactions



Factors affecting crystal field splitting
 Δo is dependent on:
 •Nature of the ligands
 •The charge on the metal ion
 •Whether the metal is a 3d, 4d, or 5d element

 Ligands which cause a small splitting are Weak field ligands
 (CFSE in the range 7000 - 30000 cm-1) and those cause a large
 splitting are Strong field ligands (CFSE typically > 30000 cm-1)

 Spectrochemical Series

 I− < Br− < S2− < SCN− < Cl− < N3−, F− < urea, OH− < ox, O2− <
 H2O < NCS− < py, NH3 < en < bpy, phen < NO2 < CH3−, C6H5−
 < CN− < CO.









Hence, t2 orbitals have higher energy
compared toe-orbitals



Splitting of d orbitals in a tetrahedral field

∆t = 4/9∆o

Always weak field (high spin)

∆t
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